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III. Unexpected Impact

The program has been running since the year 2000. Now in 2018 as we meet or call up institutions their 

response to the status of the program reveals that they have been able to integrate the principles of the 

training, the resource manual and make it their own. So they are doing their own program.

Many schools have found the three day workshop so effective that they have wanted us to train all the 

teachers at their school right from primary to high school. In such cases the expense of the training was 

borne by the school.

This kind of impact was unexpected and difficult to quantify.

One of the organizations, CCCYC that had out of school youth, is presently not teaching Anmol 

Ashayein. This has been due to changes in their organizational set up. During the course of the year the 

leadership was contacted but they were unable to move forward with restarting the program. We hope 

that in the future we will be able to pick up the threads of the training given. Other schools and colleges 

too have had internal changes, and challenges in the institutions. This is another cause for the program 

coming to a sudden halt.



 

Conflict 
Life, 
A Combination of conflicts and complexities,  
A Combination of love and Happiness! 
Resolution - 
Plays a great role 
Here’s thy experience; 
My Father and me; 
A model in our family; 
One problem -  
Conflict Resolution! 
When my father corrected me, 
I replied with anger - 
Causing emotional danger! 
Convincing I forgot, 
In a conflict maze I was caught! 
One fine day - 
I was determined, 
Made a mind - 
And convinced my Father 
My Father was surprised with me!! 
But then he was happy 
And his anger disappeared! 
He was confident -  
That I would face life - 
And I never feared!                                                 

     







































































 





















MISCELLANEOUS
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   Foundation
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10. Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) India towards the support for investigations and drugs and
      programs for HIV infected and affected individuals.
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      equipment needs.

12. Mr. H.V. Hegde of Intra Modal Services for his generous contribution to ASHA Foundation

13. Mr. Madhu, for his regular contribution to ASHA Foundation

14. Mrs. Sheila Isaac, for her regular contribution to ASHA Foundation.

15. All our other regular donors, volunteers and well wishers who have always Supported 
      ASHA Foundation.
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